3TCr(P) = {xE E : spr(x) C P}.
From here on P will be a fixed Banach space, and T will be a fixed element of J3(P). The symbol A7, will denote the set {2, 3 (1) If P is re-decomposable, then P has the single-valued extension property and SfftV(F) is a spectral maximal space with sp(7'| 3TCr(P)) CFP*sp(P) for every closed subset Pof C. If D is a spectral maximal space, D = 3rcr(sp(P| D)).
(2) T is strongly re-decomposable if and only if P|P is re-decomposable for every spectral maximal space D.
Theorem. If PG£(P) is strongly 2-decomposable, then 9TCr(GiWG2) = 3TCr(Gi)-f-3TC:r(G2) for any open subsets Gi and G2 of C.
Proof. It is enough to show that 3TCr(GiWG2)C3TCr(Ci)+3TCi.(G2). To this end let xG3TCir(GiWG2). Then D = 3TCr(spr(x)) is spectral maximal, T\D is 2-decomposable and, since sp(P| D)Cspr(*0, {Gi, G2} is an open cover of sp(r|D). Therefore there exist spectral maximal spaces £>i and D2 of T\D such that sp(T\Di)EGi (i=l, 2) and D = Di+D2E'3\lT(Gi)+?m,T(G2). Since xED, the result follows.
Corollary.
Every strongly 2-decomposable operator T is strongly decomposable.
Proof. By (2) above it is enough to show that T is decomposable. (This last step is justified by the above theorem.) Open Questions. 
